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Abstract
We present a multi-task deep learning framework to
improve the performance of the Multiple Object Tracking
(MOT) problem. Motion and appearance cues are combined together to build an online multiple object tracker.
While being accurate, our tracker also runs fast enough.
We have made two major contributions in this paper: (1)
Learn appearance features offline with triplet loss. (2)
Train a quality-aware deep network by sharing convolutional features. The proposed online tracker achieves the
state-of-art performance on the UA-DETRAC dataset [17]
while being efficient in terms of running speed at the same
time.
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I.. Introduction
The computer vision community has seen great process
in object detection with the help of deep learning [13].
However, multiple object tracking seems less developed.
Multiple object tracking is the mid-level part of a computer vision system. It can be used in many applications such as automatic driving, video surveillance and
sports video analysis. Combined with high-performance
detections, multiple object tracking keeps the ID of an
object unchanged at different situations including similar
appearances of target objects, frequent occlusions, camera
movement and so on. This is important for subsequent
analysis such as human identification, action recognition
and event detection.
Tracking-by-detection has been the dominant method
for multiple object tracking in recent years. Given high
quality detections from the state-of-art detectors, algorithms should associate these detections into long tracks.
Data association is the key part of multiple object tracking.

Recent tracking methods take advantage of batch processing or delay processing. Future information could be
used for these methods to make the tracker robust against
occlusions and false detections. These methods [2], [10],
[12], [22] often take all frames into consideration and use
different optimization methods to find the solution. Previous works mainly focus on fast and accurate optimization
methods. Recent works have paid more attention to the
similarity metric between a pair of samples. However,
detections for all frames should be given first for these
methods, which is impractical for online applications such
as real-time surveillance systems.
On the other hand, online methods only gather information from the past, which means that no future
information can be used. These methods in [5], [11], [14],
[15], [19], [20], [21] are suitable for online applications.
However, online methods are more likely to fail in case of
occlusions and inaccurate detections (false positives and
false negatives).
Traditional online multiple object tracking method,
Joint Probabilistic Data Association, is revisited by [14].
The authors introduce a fast optimization algorithm to get
the association for a large number of objects, which costs
much time for previous optimization algorithms. In [11],
the authors propose Recurrent Neuron Network(RNNs)
to learn the spatial and temporal features of a person.
Bewley et al in [5] propose a very simple realtime online
multiple object tracking method with Kalman Filter [8] and
Hungarian Algorithm [9]. Though very fast, these methods
are tentative to fail at difficult situations as they do not use
any appearance cues.
Recent works have proved the importance of appearance
features for multiple object tracking. Yang et al [21] exploit the temporal dynamic characteristics within temporal
appearance. In [20], tracking is formulated as a Markov
decision process with a policy estimated on the labeled
training data. Optical flow is used to measure the similarity
between a pair of people. In [15], appearance features

are leaned with a Siamese network. Appearance, motion
and interaction cues are combined with Recurrent Neuron
Networks. The above methods perform well on the MOT16
dataset. However, the speed is very limited. In [19],
the authors combine the re-identification feature with the
SORT framework [5]. The proposed tracker improves the
original SORT framework in ID switches since it can
re-identify a person after he/she is occluded. Our work
is different from theirs in that we train the appearance
feature extractor network with triplet loss instead of cross
entropy loss. To our acknowledgement, we are the first to
use triplet loss to learn appearance features for multiple
object tracking. Previous methods often train a Siamese
network or multi-classification network. We also include
quality-aware network to select good quality detections for
tracking.
In this paper, we propose a simple and fast online
multiple object tracking method by jointly learning object
appearance and object quality using Convolutional Neural
Networks(CNNs). Kalman Filter is used as a simple but
fast dynamic model. Appearance features and object qualities are acquired by only one feed-forward of the network.
Only objects with good quality are used for further data
association. The association is mainly dependent on appearance similarities .We achieve the state-of-art result on
the UA-DETRAC dataset. The proposed method has the
following contributions:
(1) Learn object appearance with triplet loss in an
offline way.
(2) Jointly measure object quality with the same network by sharing the convolutional layers.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the proposed appearance feature extractor. Section III
details the proposed quality aware network. Section IV
analyzes the experimental results on UA-DETRAC dataset,
and Section V concludes the paper.

II.. Appearance Feature Extractor
In this section, we describe the proposed appearance
feature extractor. We propose a VGG-like network to learn
the appearance features of different objects. Triplet loss is
used as the cost function.

A..Network Architecture
The overall framework is shown in Figure. 1. The
network is used for both appearance features and object
qualities. The convolutional layers are shared to improve
speed. The proposed network is a small VGG-like network
with 8 convolutional layers and 2 fully connected layer.
The input data size is fixed as the height 64 × the width
128. The first fully connected layer has 128 nodes, which
means the learned feature vector has a dimension of 128.

B..Loss Function
Recent works have emphasized the importance of object
feature representation for multiple object tracking. Pairwise similarities should be accurate enough to make the
right matching. The methods in [10], [15] often train a
Siamese network with positive and negative pairs selected
from the dataset. However, data balance or hard negative
mining has to be added to ensure the convergence of the
network. Also these methods are not efficient enough at
test time as Siamese network may cause over computation.
Deep learning based human re-identification methods have been developed greatly. We can borrow reidentification algorithms to learn the powerful feature extractor. In this paper, we take advantage of triplet loss [16],
which is successful in face recognition and human reidentification. The motivation is that we could learn other
object appearance expression in a similar way.
In [19], only cross entropy loss is used to train the
feature extractor. They get good performance because a
very large human re-identification dataset is used to train
the model. However, it is sometimes difficult to collect
enough data. Triplet loss has its advantage when the data
is not adequate since it samples much more data pairs from
the original dataset.

C..Training details
To learn a good feature extractor, many data samples are
needed. For the UA-DETRAC dataset, we collect vehicles
with the same ID from the training set. In total we have
about 0.5M images for around 6k classes.
The parameter alpha of triplet loss is selected as 1.0.
We randomly select anchor, positive and negative samples.
The data is normalized by multiplying 1/255.0. We also
introduce random crop and random color manipulation to
avoid overfitting. The batch size is 256 and we iterate 400
batches for an epoch. We start with a learning rate of 0.01
and decease it every 20 epochs. The training is stopped
when the validation cost function does not decrease.

III.. Quality Aware Network
By analyzing the tracking performance, we find that
False Negative(FN) dominates the results. We thus take a
simple way to improve the performance. The motivation
is similar to that of RCNN [7] in that we regard the
early detections as proposals. These raw detections suffer
greatly from False Positives at a low threshold. Similar
to RCNN, we train a quality aware network to filter out
bad detections. That is to say, though we can hardly
improve recall with the given input detections, we can give
high quality detections to the tracking module. This is of
great importance because the online tracking algorithm is
potentially sensitive to false positives.

Figure 1. Overall framework of the proposed jointly learned networks. (a) A VGG-like network trained with triplet loss. (b) A qualityaware network which will filter out bad quality detections. Note that these networks share the same convolutional layers.

Our contribution is that we share the computation of
the appearance feature extractor and the quality aware
network. That means, by only one feedforward, we can
get not only the appearance features but the quality of
the object as well. In our experiment, we train the feature
extractor first and then the quality aware network. This
is because, by training with triplet loss, the network can
learn a rich feature expression. These features can also be
used to judge the quality of the detections. On the contrary,
learning the quality aware network first is a simpler task.
The learned feature expression is not suitable to describe
the details between different objects. After pruning some
bad quality objects, the tracking performance naturally
improves.
For the above mentioned re-identification model, we
keep the convolutional layers fixed. That is to say, the
parameters of these convolutional layers do not change at
this step. We then add a fully connected layer at top with
a dimension of 128. Then another fully connected layer is
added with 2 nodes.
The training samples are selected from the UADETRAC training dataset. Cross entropy loss is used for
this task. Positive samples are those with an overlap of
more than 0.7 to the groundtruth. The others are regarded
as negative samples. In total, we have about 0.7M images
for training. We balance the data with a ratio of 1:1. To
avoid overfitting. we also introduce random crop and color
manipulation as data augmentation. The batch size is 256
and the learning rate is selected as 0.001 for the fully

connected layers. Training is stopped when the validation
cost function does not decrease.

IV.. Experimental Results
We evaluate the overall performance of our method on
the UA-DETRAC dataset. We choose this dataset because
it is the largest multiple object tracking dataset. Meaningful
conclusions can be given with such a large dataset. We
extract appearance features and object quality with the
above model described in Section II and Section III. Some
bad quality detections are filtered out by their low quality
scores. For the good quality detections, the similarity score
is the cosine similarity between the appearance features.
The overall data association part is the combination of
Kalman Filter and Hungarian Algorithm. We emphasize
that even with this simple algorithm, we still achieves the
state-of-art performance.
We evaluate our method on the UA-DETRAC benchmark dataset. The dataset consists of 100 challenging video
sequences captured from real-world traffic scenes. There
are 8,250 vehicles in more than 140 thousand frames,
leading to a total of 1.21 million labeled bounding boxes
of objects. The attributes of the boxes are also annotated
including the Vehicle category, Weather, Truncation ratio
Orientation and Occlusion ratio. The dataset is divided into
training (DETRAC-train) and testing (DETRAC-test) sets,
with 60 and 40 sequences, respectively.
Multiple object tracking benchmarks are often evaluated
by standard CLEAR MOT [4] metrics. Identity switches

(IDs) mean the number of times an ID switches to a
different previously tracked object. Fragmentation(FM) is
the number of times that trajectories are disconnected.
Mostly Tracked (MT) and Mostly Lost (ML) measure the
percentage of tracked trajectories more than 80% and less
than 20% of the time span based on the ground truth
respectively. The multi-object tracking accuracy (MOTA)
combines errors such as false positives (FP), false negatives
(FN) and identity switches (IDs) into a single number. In
general, MOTA is the most important metric for evaluating
a multiple object tracker.
UA-DETRAC claims that the existing MOT evaluation
protocols [4] are not adequate to understand the overall MOT system performance. UA-DETRAC benchmark
introduces a new MOT evaluation protocol, DETRAC
MOT, that considers object detection and target association
jointly. Instead of evaluating by MOTA, they use PRMOTA as the metric. The PR-MOTA curve is defined
as a 3D curve characterizing the relation between object
detection performance (precision and recall) and target
association performance (MOTA). PR-MOTA corresponds
to the (signed) area of the curved surface formed by the
PR-MOTA curve along the PR curve. This is different
from the widely used MOTA, as it considers detections
at different thresholds. The definitions of other metrics are
similar to PR-MOTA. We refer readers to [17] for more
detailed description.
As the paper points out [17], the detector CompACT
always leads to better results with baseline trackers. We
keep the input detection as CompACT for all of our
experiments. As the evaluation suggests, we first compute
the PR curve of the detector CompACT by a threshold
step of 0.1. For a given threshold, we run the tracker in
an online manner. Candidate detections are collected to
extract features and get their qualities. We then filter out
the candidates with low quality. In practice, the quality
threshold is set as 0.15.
Table I lists the comparison results. Our method
achieves the best PR-MOTA. This is due to our powerful appearance feature extractor together with the quality
aware network. We are also fast enough to run at over
20 fps with a CPU of 2.3GHz and a GPU of Titan X. A
lot of time is saved by sharing the convolutional layers.
GOG performs well with the help of future information.
On the other hand, our method is a purely online method.
The other baseline trackers either take advantage of future
information or cost much time.
In Figure 2, we visualize some tracking results on
the UA-DETRAC test set under four weather conditions:
sunny, night, rainy and cloudy. The detection threshold is
set to 0.0 to allow all candidate detections. For (b)(d)(f)(h),
the tracker is greatly influenced by the false positives. On
the other hand, the proposed quality network can select

good candidates for tracking as shown in (a)(c)(e)(g).
For (a), even though Car 116 and Car 91 have similar
appearance, we can still track them correctly by their
motion cures. For (c), the proposed method is robust to
motion blur and the night condition. Car 4 keeps its ID
unchanged after it is occluded.

V.. Conclusion
In this paper, we have made the following contributions:(1) Different from other works which rely on a
Siamese Network to learn the feature extractor, we choose
triplet loss as the loss function;(2) We train a qualityaware network by sharing the convolutional layers of the
pretrained feature extractor network. The proposed online
tracker is fast enough to run at a speed of over 20 fps
while still maintaining the state-of-art performance.
The evaluation metric PR-MOTA is different from that
of MOTA. Just achieving good performance at a specific
detection threshold is not enough. The multiple object
tracking algorithm should be able to maintain performance
when there are a lot of false positives. Our feature extractor
model reduces the ID switches. However, this is still not
enough. The quality network plays an important role at
reducing bad quality detections. We will further consider
sharing different spatial and temporal features for multiple
object tracking in future work. Also more powerful detections will be considered to improve the performance of
multiple object tracking.
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